
All SolarArk Solar Roof Vents come standard
with a thermostatic cut-off for 24 Deg and

below. This preserves beneficial heat within
the roof space or working area. 

WHY CHOOSE SOLARARK?

How does it work ?
SolarArk Roof Vents work by extracting

the hot air out of your roof space or shed
and replacing it with cooler ambient air

from outside. 

Will it extract heat in winter ?

 
Available colours ?

Depending on the unit requested, Stainless,
White & Black. 

What type of roof can they
be installed on ?

SolarArk Solar Ventilators can be installed
on any standard roofing product including

tile and colorbond roof sheeting.  

How effective are they ?
 SolarArk Solar Ventilator, SAV 20 is

capable of exchanging 2,718M3/hour.
That's equivalent to 27 passive Whirly Bird

ventilators.*

How much are they ?
The SolarArk Residential Roof Ventilators
start from as low as $249  and have zero

continued running costs after installation.
All commercial and residential models can

be specified for your personal needs.
 

 How loud is it ?
The SolarArk Solar Roof Ventilators make
less then 40 dB of noise during the day. 

FUN FACTS:
Refrigerators run at  50 dB 

 

How is it Environmentally
Sustainable/GREEN ?

Being totally solar powered and completely
carbon free, our entire range have $0

running cost. Ever. By removing heat from
your from the roof space makes your A/C

work more efficiently reducing the load on
electricity and carbons produced by heating

and cooling. Saving you money as well.

 Are they different from
passive wind ventilators ?

SolarArk Roof Ventilators are ACTIVE vents,
meaning they are powered by a Solar Driven  
motor to vent heat, PASSIVE vent systems are
wind / induction driven units, which normally

work on wind power alone. SolarArk Units
are capable of venting 27 times the amount

of a standard Whirly Bird. *Is it weatherproof ?
Yes, All of the SolarArk Solar Ventilation
units are designed to be weatherproof,
provided the install guidelines are met. 

Mould / Moisture ?
Did you know that an A/C and bathroom

exhaust fans, can cause excessive amounts
of condensation to build up mould /

moisture with in your ceiling cavity. The
installation of a SolarArk Vent will help

remove the the risk in your home 

1300 670 966

* Air flow volumes per/hr calculated by the following method: (“DA” x “AF” x 60sec x 60min = M3/hr)
“DA” = Point of Discharge Area M2 (Gap between hood and fan base plate); “AF” = Air Flow m/3 (average of three measurements
using TSI 5725 anemometer at “DA”)
Fan motor run at maximum wattage of supplied solar panel.
** Air flow volumes can vary, including and not limited to the following: Cloud cover, seasonal solar conditions, sun intensity, latitude
location, orientation of solar panel, installation methods, shading, temperature, contaminants on the solar panel.



SMALLER SPACES

MOST POPULAR LARGER SPACES

NEED BIGGER ? This is the Residential Ventilation range, for a tailored
solution please call 1300 670 966 

1300 670 966Become a Reseller Today 

* Air flow volumes per/hr calculated by the following method: (“DA” x “AF” x 60sec x 60min = M3/hr)
“DA” = Point of Discharge Area M2 (Gap between hood and fan base plate); “AF” = Air Flow m/3 (average of three measurements using TSI 5725 anemometer at “DA”)
Fan motor run at maximum wattage of supplied solar panel.
** Air flow volumes can vary, including and not limited to the following: Cloud cover, seasonal solar conditions, sun intensity, latitude location, orientation of solar
panel, installation methods, shading, temperature, contaminants on the solar panel.


